HEAR exciting perspectives on the latest trends in The Silicon Valley from industry leaders, and learn how you can be a part of this incredible new world!

IBM Watson and The Future of Business
Mozhi Habibi, IBM
January 18, 2017 12-1pm, Lecture Hall Room 5015
A discussion about the latest advancements in machine learning, their impacts on the business world, and how you can be a part of this exciting new field.

Succeed in The Valley without a CS Degree
Douglas Crockford, PayPal
January 31, 2017 12-1pm, Appreciation Hall (Room 1501)
Known as the “Godfather of Javascript,” Douglas Crockford shares his perspective on the Internet and what it takes for you to succeed in the Silicon Valley.

From Foothill College to the Rest of Your Life
Mark Sagherian, Yahoo!
February 14, 2017 12-1pm, Appreciation Hall (Room 1501)
Foothill alum Mark Sagherian speaks about the life and career path that took him from community college to the top levels of management in a Valley powerhouse.

For further information contact: lewlaurence@foothill.edu
Do you have a BUSINESS IDEA you want to share with the world?

Do you want to learn how to be INNOVATIVE?

Do you want to PITCH your idea?

JOIN THE SHOWCASE!

• LEARN HOW TO:
  o Think innovatively
  o "Test" your business ideas
  o Pitch your ideas effectively
• GET wide exposure for your ideas
• COMPETE for recognition, rewards and the chance to represent Foothill at the State Level!

For further information contact: lewlaurence@foothill.edu